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Evidence on entry, exit, firm survival, innovation and firm structure in new industries is reviewed to assess whether industries proceed through regular cycles as they age. A leading depiction of the evolution of new industries, the product life cycle, is used to organize the evidence. It is shown that the product life cycle captures the way many industries evolve through their formative eras, but regular patterns occur when industries are mature that are not predicted by the product life cycle. Regularities in entry, exit, firm survival and firm structure are also developed for industries whose evolution departs significantly from the product life cycle. Opportunities for further research on the nature of industry life cycles and the factors that condition which life cycle pattern an industry follows are discussed.



1. Introduction Organisms are depicted as proceeding through distinct cycles in their life as they age (Bonner, 1993, pp. 15-35). Can the same be said for industries? Is it ^ meaningful to talk, as has been done, about a product life cycle that captures the - way many industries evolve? If so, what are the characteristics of this life ~ cycle? Among industries whose evolution does not conform closely to the | product life cycle, are there regular patterns that capture how they evolve? If so, what determines which evolutionary path is followed by a new industry? I The purpose of this paper is to review the empirical evidence on the evolution 5 of new industries to address these and related questions about industry life *> cycles. 0 The paper begins with a discussion of the product life cycle. Originally 1 proposed in the marketing literature, the product life cycle has been become 0 a rallying point for how a number of different disciplines view the evolution ' of new industries, particularly technologically progressive industries with rich | opportunities for product and process innovation. In section 2, the nature of ^
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the product life cycle is synthesized from representative descriptions of industry evolution in three different disciplines. Also discussed are theories that depict the forces underlying the product life cycle. Section 3 reviews the evolution of the US automobile industry. This industry is often used as an exemplar for the product life cycle. Quantitative evidence from the enormous literature on the industry is marshalled to judge whether the industry qualifies for its exemplary status. Section 4 assembles evidence on other prominent products whose evolution resembles automobiles, suggesting that the product life cycle captures the evolution of more than just automobiles. Section 5 considers the extent to which the evolution of a broader sample of products conforms to the product life cycle. While the evidence is supportive of the product life cycle view, not surprisingly there are a number of prominent products whose evolution departs in significant ways from the prototypical pattern. Section 6 considers whether these departures can themselves be organized into a small number of alternative evolutionary paths to the product life cycle. Section 7 discusses opportunities for further research on industry evolution.



2. The Product Life Cycle The notion of a product life cycle was popularized by Dean (1950), Levitt (1965), Vernon (1966) and Cox (1967), among others. Early papers explored how firms could exploit regularities in the evolution of new industries to their advantage. They also provided a characterization of the evolution of new industries that spurred both empirical and theoretical investigations of the evolution of new product markets. One legacy of the product life cycle view is that a similar view of the evolution of new industries has emerged from a number of different disciplinary perspectives. For example, in considering government policy toward dominant firms, Oliver Williamson (1975, pp. 215-216) recounts the way economists depict the evolution of new industries: Three stages in an industry's development are commonly recognized: an early exploratory stage, an intermediate development stage, and a mature stage. The first or early formative stage involves the supply of a new product of relatively primitive design, manufactured on comparatively unspecialized machinery, and marketed through a variety of exploratory techniques. Volume is typically low. A high degree of uncertainty charact- erizes business experience at this stage. The second stage is the intermediate development stage in which manufacturing techniques are more refined and market definition is sharpened; output 146
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grows rapidly in response to newly recognized applications and unsatisfied market demands. A high but somewhat lesser degree of uncertainty characterizes market outcomes at this stage. The third stage is that of a mature industry. Management, manufacturing, and marketing techniques all reach a relatively advanced degree of refinement. Markets may continue to grow, but do so at a more regular and predictable rate . . . [established connections with customers and suppliers (including capital market access) all operate to buffer changes and thereby to limit large shifts in market shares. Significant innovations tend to be fewer and are mainly of an improvement variety. In reflecting on the technological evolution of industries, Kim Clark (1985) tells a similar story about the technological and organisational aspects of industry evolution developed most prominently by William J. Abernathy and James M. Utterback (A-U below): In general terms, what I shall call the A—U model describes the evolution of products and processes as a transition from an early, 'fluid' state, to one that is highly 'specific' and rigid. In the early, 'fluid' period of development, performance criteria for new products are not well defined and market needs or process difficulties are approached through a variety of different product or equipment designs. Innovation is relatively rapid, and fundamental. The production process in turn, must be highly flexible, relatively labor intensive, and somewhat erratic in work flow. As development proceeds, however, technological diversity gives way to standardization. Particular design approaches achieve dominance, production volumes increase, and performance criteria and processes are more clearly specified. The transition to a 'specific' stage of development entails a change in the nature of innovation. In contrast to the fundamental changes introduced in the 'fluid' phase, innovation in the 'specific' stage is likely to alter only a small aspect of the basic product, and any changes introduced serve to refine the established design. On the process side, work flow is rationalized, integrated and linear, unlike the fluid and flexible job shop of the early period. Further, general purpose machines and skilled workers are replaced by dedicated, highly 'specific' equipment. Finally, in considering business strategy for medical imaging products, Dr Philip Drew (1987, p. 95), a business consultant, presents a similar view of how industry evolution is depicted in business schools: {B]usiness schools teach that industries pass through stages described as embryonic, growing, mature and aging. Embryonic industries are those that have just started, usually as a result of an important technological development. Computed tomo147



- Industry Life Cycles graphy and magnetic resonance systems, for example, resulted from unique concepts that occupied developers behind the scenes in the early 70s for CT and the early '80s for MRI. In embryonic industries there are no major barriers to entry, and the number of companies grows rapidly. The potential market is not obvious, and predictions vary widely . . . In growing markets the number of participants reaches a peak, after which there is a shakeout. Before this happens, product lines proliferate and buyers find the market bewildering. Growth rates exceed 10% per year and market shares are variable. The MRI market fits this description almost perfectly. Mature markets are established and predictable, like mature people (at least those who have not encountered their midlife crisis). Products are well-known to both buyers and suppliers; that is, buyers know what to look for and suppliers know what the market needs. Market shares are established, changing only slowly, and newcomers find it difficult to displace entrenched companies. CT is a mature market, and newcomers like Visiscan, now defunct, were doomed from the start. These three quotes depict a similar way in which market structure and innovation evolve in new industries' with rich opportunities for both product and process innovation. Three stages of evolution are distinguished. In the initial, exploratory or embryonic stage, market volume is low, uncertainty is high, the product design is primitive, and unspecialized machinery is used to manufacture the product. Many firms enter and competition based on product innovation is intense. In the second, intermediate or growth stage, output growth is high, the design of the product begins to stabilize, product innovation declines, and the production process becomes more refined as specialized machinery is substituted for labor. Entry slows and a shakeout of producers occurs. Stage three, the mature stage, corresponds to a mature market. Output growth slows, entry declines further, market shares stabilize, innovations are less significant, and management, marketing, and manufacturing techniques become more refined. Evidence on first mover advantages (Robinson and Fornell, 1985; Urban et al., 1986; Lambkin, 1988; Robinson, 1988) and the link between market share and profitability (Ravenscraft, 1983; Mueller, 1986, pp. 77-84) suggests that the firms that ultimately capture the greatest share of the market and earn the greatest returns on investment tend to be those that entered earliest. This depiction has come to be known as the product life cycle (PLQ view of evolution, which is how it will be referenced subsequently. While distinguishing stages is 1 Note that the quotes use the term industry and product interchangably. A similar practice will be followed. The evidence that will be presented, though, is largely at what most would consider the product level.
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Industry Life Cycles somewhat arbitrary, the essence of the PLC is that initially the market grows rapidly, many firms enter, and product innovation is fundamental, and then as the industry evolves output growth slows, entry declines, the number of producers undergoes a shakeout, product innovation becomes less significant, and process innovation rises.2 No doubt the description of industry evolution in the PLC is popular because it resonates with our understanding of how many industries have evolved. This is discussed further below. It has also been popularized by theoretical accounts of industry evolution that provide an underlying logic for the PLC. One of the earliest such accounts was by Mueller and Tilton (1969). In evaluating the Schumpeterian hypothesis about the advantages of large firm size in R&D, they provide the following depiction of how new industries evolve. In the initial stages of development of new product industries, uncertainty about the new technology is considerable, R&D tends to be on a trial-and-error basis, and large firms have no particular advantages in R&D. The absence of size advantages coupled with large prospective returns to successful innovation attracts many entrants. As the frontiers of the technology expand, research becomes more sophisticated and subdivided into well-defined tasks, yielding scale economies in R&D through specialization. The know-how of producers also rises over time, increasing the R&D required by entrants to duplicate the knowledge of incumbents. Both factors raise entry barriers. Coupled with the decline in profit margins associated with the increase in competition from prior entry, this causes entry to decline and forces less efficient firms to exit the industry. Eventually knowledge gets codified, decreasing R&D entry barriers, but profit margins are sufficiently compressed to make entry unattractive. At this point competition shifts from technology to price. While Mueller and Tilton's purpose was not to address the PLC, whose features were not yet fully developed, it is not hard to see how some of the forces they depict could explain certain features of the PLC, especially the time paths in entry, exit, the number of producers and the rate of product innovation. It is the subsequent work of Abernathy, Utterback and later Kim Clark that synthesizes a clearer picture of the PLC and addresses the factors that drive it.3 Like Mueller and Tilton, they do not advance a formal model 2 Many products also experience * later stage of evolution in which they are displaced by superior new products. This stage of evolution is not addressed by the PLC nor is it reviewed here. A separate literature haj emerged to analyze this stage of evolution. Ghemawat and Nalebuff(1985, 1990), lieberman (1990) and Deily (1991) analyze exit in declining industries, and Cooper and Schendd (1976), Utterback and Kim (1986) and Foster (1986) analyze how challenges from new products affect innovation by incumbents.



' See Utterback and Abernathy (1975), Abernathy and Utterback (1978), Abernathy (1978), Utterback (1979). Abernathy tt at. (1983), Abernathy and Clark (1985), and dark (1985).
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but hypothesize about how variations over time in uncertainty and technological change shape the PLC. They conjecture that when a new product is introduced, there is considerable uncertainty about buyer preferences for possible features of the product and also the technological means of satisfying these preferences. As a result, a number of producers offering different varieties of the product enter the market and compete based on product innovation. The production process is loosely organized and labor intensive, facilitating rapid change should it be necessitated by major innovations in the product. Experimentation by buyers and innovation by sellers leads to a resolution of uncertainty over time, contributing to the emergence of adt facto product standard dubbed a dominant design. Network externalities among users and investments in complementary products, such as the development of gas stations to service gas combustion cars, can solidy the position of the dominant design. After the emergence of the dominant design, product innovation slows as producers and users are reluctant to adopt innovations that upset the dominant design and the benefits it confers. This makes entry more difficult. It also reduces producer fears that investments in the production process will become obsolete by major product innovations, leading to a rise in process innovation and greater investments in capital intensive methods of production. Firms less able to manage the production process exit. Coupled with the decline in entry, this contributes to a shakeout of producers.4 In recent years, formal models featuring technological change have been developed to explain various features of the PLC. One such model was developed by Jovanovic and MacDonald (1994) to explain industry shakeouts. Like Abernathy and Utterback, they envision a technological event triggering the shakeout, but it is an exogenous development outside the industry, rather than the emergence of a dominant design, that induces the shakeout. In their model, initial entry into a new industry drives expected economic profits to zero. Entry then ceases and the number of firms stabilizes until a new trajectory of innovations is opened up by some kind of technological development outside the industry. This may induce entry, but only some entrants and incumbents randomly succeed at developing the new trajectory of innovations. Those that fail exit, contributing to a shakeout in the number of producers. Jovanovic and MacDonald show that their model can account for not only shakeouts but also regularities in how price and industry output evolve over time in new industries. Klepper (1996a) develops an alternative model featuring continuous 4



Hopenhayn (1993) develops a formal model of how such a process can lead CO a shakeouc.
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opportunities for product and process innovation. The model features increasing returns operating through process R&D. Firms reduce their average cost through process R&D, and the value of reducing average cost is proportional to the level of output produced. Consequently, larger firms profit more from process R&D, which confers a competitive advantage. Costs of expansion limit firm growth and allow for initial entry and a buildup in the number of firms. As incumbent firms grow and industry price is pushed down, however, the increasing returns from process R&D impart an advantage to the earliest entrants which eventually renders entry unprofitable and forces the smallest and least capable innovators out of the industry, contributing to a shakeout. Firms are assumed to pursue different types of product innovations. Consequently, as the number of firms falls during the shakeout, the diversity of product innovation is compromised, causing a slowdown in the overall rate of product innovation. As incumbents grow, their return from process innovation rises, contributing to an increase in firm process R&D. Coupled with the decline in product innovation, this causes a shift at the market level from product to process innovation. Thus, the model explains both the shakeout of producers and the shift from product to process R&D in the PLC as part of a broader evolutionary process. It also provides a basis for first-mover advantages. Another view of industry evolution that depicts a coevolution of technological change and market structure is represented by Phillips (1971, pp. 10-21). Phillips calls attention to the link between the R&D efforts of firms in an industry and exogenous developments in science and technology. He envisions that where exogenous developments to an industry provide a steady stream of innovative opportunities requiring large R&D expenditures and significant changes in the way firms operate, they can spawn a concentrated market structure (Phillips, 1971, p. 20). Implicitly, this involves a process whereby success breeds success, so that successful firms take over a greater share of the market over time, leading to greater concentration. Phillips did not specify the mechanism that gives rise to a successbreeds-success type process. As Klepper's model demonstrates, however, one mechanism that can play this role is increasing returns from R&D coupled with limits on rates of firm growth. As Klepper (1996a, p. 581) recognizes, the increasing returns need not be confined to process R&D. For example, if product improvements appeal broadly to users and require large expenditures, such as Phillips conjectured, then product R&D could play the same role as process R&D in Klepper's model. This might be particularly relevant for products that are simultaneously improved on multiple dimensions and introduced in the form of new models, such as computers and 151
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aircraft. Shaked and Sutton (1987) and Sutton (1991) develop a game theoretic model to demonstrate how industries which are subject to increasing returns, from R&D or other activities like advertising, would have a concentrated market structure. To the extent that such industries start out as unconcentrated, as in Klepper's model, they would be expected to undergo a shakeout at some point in their history. The PLC focuses primarily on the evolution of technological change and the horizontal structure of the market. Little attention is devoted to how the vertical structure of firms might be expected to change over time. A great deal of theoretical and empirical work has been done on vertical firm structure in recent years, but it does not directly address the evolution of vertical firm structure in new industries. An exception is Stigler (1951). He exploits Adam Smith's famous theorem that the division of labor is Limited by the extent of the market to fashion a theory in which firms become more specialized as new industries evolve. He considers the case where some activities in a vertical chain are subject to decreasing average costs (increasing returns). Savings on these activities can be realized if they are contracted out and performed by specialist firms. On the other hand, he envisions some kind of fixed costs associated with a firm, so that a specialist would incur a fixed cost that would not have to be borne by a vertically integrated firm already performing other activities. Evolution brings growth, so that over time the savings from contracting out grow whereas the fixed costs associated with specialization do not. Consequently, as an industry grows over time, firms find it profitable to contract out more activities to specialists. This suggests that as industries evolve (and grow), firms will become increasingly specialized. One last dimension of industry evolution that is relevant is the geographic scope of firms. The original work on the PLC prompted the development of an international version of the theory to explain how foreign direct investment and exports changed as new industries evolved (Vernon, 1966). Recent developments, however, have led even its developer to rethink its applicability (Vernon, 1979). Consequently, the empirical discussion will not address the location of producers. To remain managable, it will focus primarily on US-based firms.



3. Automobiles Perhaps no US industry has been more widely studied than automobiles. It was the basis for a lot of early theorizing about the PLC and is frequently cited as exemplifying the PLC. In this section, the rich quantitative information 152
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FIGURE 1. Number of automobiles produced in census years, 1899-1937. Source: FTC (1939, p. 7).
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available on the industry is used to probe the extent to which its evolution conforms to the PLC. The historical growth of the industry during its formative years is presented in Figure 1. Total output reported in the years of the Census of Manufactures for the period 1899-1937 is graphed, with output measured logarithmically. Through 1904 the total output of automobiles was quite small, with only 22 800 sold in 1904. Subsequently output increased dramatically, with over 4 million autos sold in 1925. The slope of the curve in Figure 1 indicates that the growth rate was highest early, averaging 25.8% per year from 1909 to 1919. It then declined to 11.5% per year from 1919 to 1929, after which output declined sharply with the onset of the Great Depression. The decline in the growth rate in the 1920s corresponds to a dwindling number of first-time buyers of automobiles, with an increasing percentage of sales over time accounted for by replacement automobiles. Thus, characteristic of the PLC, output growth was greatest initially and then slowed over time. Figure 2 presents data on entry, exit and the number of producers from the start of the industry in 1895 through 1966 based on a compilation of auto makes in Smith (1968). Entry was concentrated in the early years of the industry, averaging 48 firms per year in the period 1902-1910 and peaking at 84 firms in 1907. After 1910 entry dropped sharply. It averaged 16 firms per year from 1911 to 1921 and then became negligible after 1921. Exit overtook entry in 1909 when the number of firms peaked at 274. Subsequently there was a long decline or shakeout in the number of producers, which accelerated in the 1920s as entry dried up and the percentage of firms exiting increased. By 1929 there were only 30 producers of automobiles and the number offirmscontinued to decline thereafter. Thus, characteristic of the PLC, entry was concentrated early and exit subsequently dominated entry, with the number of firms undergoing a sharp shakeout. Table 1 lists the biannual output of the leading firms from 1899 to 1937. Through 1909 the output of the top five firms is listed and after 1909 the output and market share of the top two firms and Chrysler, later to become the number three producer, is listed. In 1937, the top three firms of GM, Ford and Chrysler accounted for 88% of automobile sales. As Table 1 indicates, Ford and GM's leading positions date back to 1907. Ford was the number one producer in that year and Buick, which formed the cornerstone of GM when it was established in 1908, was the number two. The combined market share of the two leaders increased steadily after 1907, rising to over 50% in 1913 and over 60% in 1919. In the latter half of the 1920s GM and Ford flipped positions as Ford stubbornly stuck with the venerable Model T despite its growing obsolescence. Chrysler was established in 1925 as the successor to 154



Industry Life Cycles TABLE 1 Production, sales and market shares of leading automobile producers, alternate years, 1899-1937 Production of top five producers, 1899-1909 (in 000s) 1899 Columbia Locomobile Win ton Stanley Stearns
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Maxwell Motors, which Walter Chrysler, previously president of General Motors, had been brought in to reorganize in 1921. Maxwell Motors was actually the descendant of Maxwell—Briscoe, the producer of the number three selling Maxwell automobile in 1909 (and number four seller in 1907). Thus, the hegemony of the big three automobile producers dates back to 155
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1907. Before 1907, Table 1 indicates there was great flux in firm market shares. Apart from Ford, the only car that persisted in the top five was Cadillac, which was merged into GM in 1908. Thus, characteristic of the PLC, firm market shares fluctuated considerably in the early years of the industry but subsequently stabilized as the leading firms took over a growing percentage of the market. The leaders maintained their market shares until challenged by foreign producers of smaller cars in the 1960s. Figure 3 graphs the survival rates of entrants from different periods. The horizontal axis plots firm age and the vertical axis the logarithm of the fraction of firms surviving to each age. The slope of each curve at any given age reflects the hazard or exit rate of the cohort of entrants at that age. Five cohorts of entrants are distinguished: 1895-1904, 1905-1909, 1910-1916, 1917-1922 and 1923-1967, each referenced by the last two digits of the respective beginning and end years.5 The first two cohorts each contain approximately the same number of firms (223 and 267) as the last three together (236), but the last three are broken out to illustrate a distinctive pattern. Figure 3 indicates that entrants from each cohort had similar survival rates until about age seven. At age seven, the survival curve of the first cohort breaks away and remains far above the others, indicating that the earliest * Based on rules co handle mergers, acquisitions, and reorganizations detailed in Klepper and Simons (1996), firms were traced back to their origins. For example, GM was dated as entering in 1903 with the start of Buick and Chrysler was dated as entering in 1904 with the start of Maxwell—Briscoe. The use of alternative conventions to handle mergers, acquisitions, and reorganizations did not substantively change the survival parterns.
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FIGURE 4. Number of product innovations and the transilience-weighted number of product innovations during 3-year periods. Source: Abernathy et al. (1983).
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FIGURE 4. Number of process innovations and the transilience-weighted number of process innovations during 3-year periods. Source: Abernathy it al. (1983).



entrants had a much greater chance of surviving to all ages above seven. The next three cohort survival curves are monotonically ordered, indicating that the later the time of entry then the smaller the chance of surviving to ages above seven. The curve for the last cohort, which contains 15 firms, most of which entered after the brunt of the shakeout in autos was over, stands out from this pattern. After age seven, it lies above all but the first curve through age 14, indicating that the latest entrants had higher survival rates to intermediate ages than all but the earliest entrants. No firm that entered after 1922 survived over 14 years, though. More generally, no firm that entered after 1909 survived over 30 years, and most of the 30-year survivors, including the leading firms, entered before 1905. Thus, while the latest entrants had distinctively high survival rates through intermediate ages, consistent with the PLC the earlier a firm entered, the greater were its prospects for long-term survival. 157
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Information on technological change in automobiles is presented in Figures 4-6. Figures 4 and 5 are based on a comprehensive list of 631 automobile innovations for the period 1893-1981 compiled by Abernathy et al. (1983, pp. 155-179). For each innovation, the year it was introduced, the firm that introduced it, whether it was a product or process innovation, and a transilience score from 1 to 7 reflecting its effect on the production process was recorded. Figure 4 graphs the number of product innovations, both unweighted and weighted by each innovation's transilience score, for 3-year periods. Figure 5 presents the same information for process innovations. Two measures of labor productivity, (the logarithm of) output per wage-earner and value-added per wage-earner, for the Census years in the period 1899-1937 are graphed in Figure 6. Figure 4 indicates that product innovation peaked early, around 1905. From 1905 through World War II, the trend in product innovation was downward, with a brief upward blip in the transilience weighted measure in the 1920s. The number of product innovations increased sharply after 1956 or so, although the transilience weighted measure remained flat, indicating that the product innovations after 1956 did not greatly affect the production process. The patterns through World War II are largely consistent with the PLC. The initial concentration of product innovation through 1905 reflects a number of fundamental innovations that helped define the basic structure of the automobile. These included the development of water-cooled engines placed in the front of the car, shaft-driven transmissions, streamlined bodies and pressed steel frames. Subsequent product innovations were less fundamental, with the basic design of the automobile worked out by the early 1920s with the advent of the inexpensive closed body (Rae, 1959, p. 154). The post-1960 rise in product innovation is not addressed by the PLC. Abernathy et al. (1983) label this era de-maturity. They attribute the increase in product innovation to rising oil prices, vigorous foreign competition and changes in market demand (Abernathy et al., 1983, p. 45). Figure 5 indicates that the trend in process innovation was upward from the start of the industry through the mid-1950s, after which process innovation decreased sharply until after World War II. The graph of the two labor productivity measures in Figure 6 also suggests a rise in process innovation over the first 25 years or so of the industry, beginning particularly around 1909- Prior to 1909 labor productivity was flat, but from 1909 to 1921 output per wage-earner increased by an average of 12.5% per year and value added per wage-earner increased by an average of 6.9% per year. These rapid rates of growth reflect the mechanization of the production process and the development of the moving assembly line pioneered by Ford in the 1910s. 158
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Labor productivity in the automobile industry, 1899-1937. Source: FTC (1939,



After 1921 the rate of growth of productivity slowed, possibly reflecting a decline in opportunities for further gains. With output of automobiles declining sharply during the Great Depression, labor productivity declined after 1929. Overall, the trends in process innovation up to the Great Depression are consistent with the PLC. Process innovation rose over time, both absolutely and also relative to product innovation, and the production process became increasingly mechanized and refined. After World War II, the number of process innovations rose but the transilience weighted measure generally remained below its pre-Depression level, possibly reflecting a decline in opportunities for major improvements in the production process. The last element considered is the vertical structure of firms. No quantitative information is available regarding the vertical structure of automobile firms, but the historical record clearly indicates that firms became much more vertically integrated over the first 30 years or so of the industry (Langlois and Robertson, 1989)- Most auto firms began as assemblers. They purchased key parts such as engines, transmissions and bodies from outside suppliers. Over time, major firms such as Ford and Hudson established their own facilities to manufacture engines and transmissions, while others such as GM and Willys-Overland brought these activities in house through acquisitions. Thus, for at least the early evolution of the auto industry, the evolution of the vertical structure of firms was opposite to Stigler's theory. In summary, the evolution of horizontal market structure and technological change of the US automobile industry through its first 50 years or so conforms 159
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closely to the PLC. Initially, output grew rapidly, many firms entered, firm market shares were volatile, the production process was loosely organized, and product innovation was fundamental. Subsequently, entry slowed and then became negligible, the number of firms underwent a sharp shakeout, firm market shares stabilized, output growth eventually slowed, product innovation declined, and process innovation rose as the production process became increasingly mechanized. The firms that came to dominate the industry during its first 50 years either entered early or could be traced back to early entrants, and earlier entrants had considerably greater rates of survival to older ages. Studies of the automobile industry during its formative era in other countries, particularly regarding entry and exit, reveal a similar evolution to the US industry (Carroll and Hannan, 1995). Thus, based on the evolution of the industry through its formative period, it would appear to merit its status as an exemplar of the PLC. A number of developments occurred later in the history of the industry, though, that were not predicted by the PLC. Beginning in the 1960s, major inroads were made into the market shares of the US leaders by foreign producers of smaller cars. Both product and process innovation also increased markedly around this time. Last, the latest US entrants had higher rates of survival to intermediate ages than all but the earliest entrants.



4. Other PLC Industries In this section, evidence regarding other industries whose evolution largely conforms to the PLC is presented, demonstrating that the auto industry is not an isolated case. The evidence is largely drawn from a set of studies that analyze empirically how technological change shaped the evolution of the market structure of various industries from birth through maturity (Phillips, 1971; Utterback and Suarez, 1993; Jovanovic and MacDonald, 1994; Klepper and Simons, 1996; Klepper, 1996b). Six products that span a range of eras and technologies are considered: typewriters, automobile tires, commercial aircraft for trunk carriers, televisions, television picture tubes and penicillin. The empirical record on the evolution of these products is not nearly as detailed as autos, especially regarding innovation, but considerable quantitative evidence has been amassed that bears on the PLC. To review the evidence, each aspect of the PLC is considered in turn, beginning with the growth in output of the market, and the available evidence for the products is summarized. Information on the growth of the market from birth through maturity was assembled for tires, televisions, penicillin and commercial aircraft. Tires, 160
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televisions and penicillin followed the predicted pattern of high initial rates of growth of output that tapered off over time. Paralleling automobiles, the output of tires grew rapidly through the early 1920s and then continued to grow at a slower although still robust rate until the Great Depression (Jovanovic and MacDonald, 1994; Klepper and Simons, 1996). Penicillin was commercialized following a joint effort among drug and chemical companies, laboratories and government agencies during World War II to manufacture the drug economically. Growth rates in output following the War were high and then declined but were still robust into the 1970s (Klepper and Simons, 1996). Television production began in the late 1930s but was delayed by World War II. After the War, pent-up demand for televisions led to rapid growth through the early 1950s and then output growth slowed and was even negative for a few years as the market became saturated (Levy, 1981, pp. 99, 100, 112). In contrast to these three products, the output of commercial aircraft for the trunk airlines over the period 1932—1965 studied by Phillips (1971, p. 31) was much more variable. This may reflect the time period studied. It begins 20 years after the product was commercialized, thereby omitting the period during which output growth is typically greatest. Consistent with the PLC, all six products experienced sharp shakeouts, with entry generally concentrated during the initial buildup in the number of producers and then negligible soon after the start of the shakeout. In tires, the number of firms increased from the start of the industry in 1895 into the early 1920s, well beyond the buildup in the number of automobile producers. The number of producers peaked at 276, comparable to autos, after which entry soon became negligible and the number of firms declined sharply, falling to 50 by 1936 and then continuing to decline slowly thereafter (Klepper and Simons, 1996). In televisions, there was a flood of entrants following the War and the number of firms peaked at 89 in 1951. Entry was soon negligible and the number of firms declined sharply, falling to 35 by 1959 (Utterback and Suarez, 1993)- Subsequently the number of independent US producers continued to decline, with none left today, but this decline was partially offset by the entry into the US of foreign producers. Data on television tube producers were available only through 1970, but up to 1970 entry and exit patterns resembled televisions, with the number of firms peaking at 66 in 1956 and then declining to a low of 17 in 1970 (Utterback and Suarez, 1993). The number of penicillin producers grew after World War II, reaching a peak of 29 in 1952. Subsequently, entry was lower and the number of firms declined to 15 by 1965 and continued to fall slowly thereafter (Klepper and Simons, 1996). In contrast to these four products, typewriters experienced a longer buildup and then a considerable delay before its shakeout commenced. 161
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The number of producers rose from the inception of the industry in 1873 through 1908, when it peaked at 38. Subsequently, entry did not become negligible until around 1922, after which the number of firms fell sharply from 38 to 13 in 1935 and then levelled off (Klepper, 1996b). In Phillip's study of commercial aircraft, which commences almost 20 years after the start of the industry, there were never many producers, but by 1965 the number of US firms had dwindled to two, a pattern which was not subsequently reversed. Similar to automobiles, in the six products firm market shares tended to stabilize over time, with early entrants generally dominating their markets until challenged by foreign firms. Tires were dominated by Goodrich, Goodyear, Firestone and US Rubber, all of which were very early entrants. By 1910 they had established their leadership and subsequently expanded their joint market share to 72% in 1933 (French, 1991, p. 47), which they maintained until challenged by foreign producers of radial tires in the 1970s. Typewriters were dominated for many years by Remington, Underwood, Smith Brothers (later Smith-Corona) and Royal, all early entrants. Prior to World War II they had a combined market share of approximately 80% (Engler, 1969, p. 49). They maintained this share until challenged by IBM, which over a number of years developed a greatly improved electric typewriter after acquiring a small producer of electric typewriters in 1933. In televisions, RCA was the technological and market leader in both the black-and-white and color television eras. Partly to promote its broadcasting interests and partly due to antitrust pressure, it liberally licensed its technology, and within ten years it was surpassed in both the black-and-white and color markets by another early entrant from the radio industry, Zenith. Despite the decline of RCA, though, RCA, Zenith and number three producer GE generally accounted for 50—60% of both black-and-white and color sales until challenged by foreign producers of solid state televisions in the 1970s (Levy, 1981, pp. 84-7). The penicillin industry was dominated by the war-time producers Lilly, Wyeth, Squibb and Bristol. They accounted for 60% of pencillin sales in I960 and 69% in 1973 (Schwartzman, 1976, pp 131-132). Their main challenge came from the British firm Beecham, which along with Bristol worked on methods that led to the semisynthetic penicillins in the 1960s and 1970s. Commercial aircraft for the trunk carriers represents the only departure from the prolonged dominance of the market by early entrants, and this may largely reflect the influence of the military. The two survivors at the end of Phillip's analysis in 1965, McDonnell-Douglas (previously Douglas) and Boeing, were both present at the start of the analysis, but Douglas's share of the market was quite small and Boeing's soon 162
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became very small. Boeing was largely sustained by military orders. It capitalized on technology developed for the military to dominate the commercial market after 1959, later to be challenged by the European consortium producing the Airbus. Survival graphs analogous to Figure 3 for tires, televisions, penicillin and typewriters show a similar basic pattern to autos (Klepper and Simons, 1996; Klepper, 1996b). Initial survival rates through about age seven were similar for entrants from all eras, but after age seven survival rates were generally lower the later the time of entry. Similar to autos, the survival rates of tire producers to older ages declined monotonically with the time of entry until the very latest entrants, most of which entered after the brunt of the shakeout in tires was over. These firms had higher survival rates to older ages than all but the earliest entrants. A similar phenomenon, but less pronounced, occurred as well in typewriters. Thus, consistent with the PLC, earlier entrants experienced a first-mover advantage, but for some of the products the latest entrants had unusually high survival rates to older ages. Quantitative information on technological change for the six products is much sparser than the information on market structure. For tires, lists of major product innovations indicate that the major innovations in the design of tires were developed early, generally by 1910, although innovations in materials and chemical additives continued after 1910 (Warner, 1966, pp. 268-270). Census data on labor productivity beginning with 1914, when tires were distinguished from other rubber products, indicate that in 1914-1929 the growth in output per man hour in tires outstripped all other manufacturing industries (French, 1991, p- 52). Thus, similar to autos, product innovation appears to have been concentrated early and process innovation was high subsequently, suggesting a shift from product to process innovation over time. In televisions, only two major product innovations stand out, black-and-white and color television systems. Both were developed early (Levy, 1981, p. 36). While information on process innovation is sparse, it appears to have accelerated in the 1960s with the advent of solid state technology (Levy, 1981, pp. 67-68), suggesting a rise in process relative to product innovation over time. In penicillin, process preceded product innovation, but this appears to have been largely the result of the government-orchestrated war effort to reduce the cost of producing penicillin rather than a market-based phenomenon (Klepper and Simons, 1996). Last, data on the cost per seat mile of operating commercial aircraft suggest that the most important innovations in aircraft occurred early with the introduction of the DC-3 by Douglas in 1936, which set the standard for aircraft for many years (Phillips, 1971, pp. 94—101). Thus, the fragmentary evidence available is consistent with the emphasis in the PLC on product 163
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innovation being concentrated early and a shift over time from product to process innovation. No systematic evidence was collected on the vertical structure of producers of the six products, but the available qualitative evidence suggests a mixed pattern. In the first 40 years or so of the tire industry, the major firms integrated backward into rubber and cotton growing and into the manufacture of cotton cord for tire casings (Klepper and Simons, 1996, pp. 41—43). They also integrated forward into retailing, although this was partially reversed later (French, 1989). In televisions, RCA liberally supplied firms with picture tubes but subsequently some of the leading firms integrated backward into picture tube production (Klepper and Simons, 1996, pp. 57-59). In contrast to tires and televisions, producers of commercial aircraft appear to have become increasingly specialized over time, with the the percentage of operations subcontracted rising from 10% in the 1930s to 30—40% on the Lockheed Electra turboprop in the mid-1950s to 70% on the Boeing 747 (Mowery and Rosenberg, 1982, p. 116). In summary, apart from an occasional influence of the government/military, the evolution of the six products through their formative eras largely conforms with the PLC. This is especially so regarding the evolution of industry structure, for which the most detailed information is available. Later developments occurred, though, that were not predicted by the PLC. Similar to autos, producers of a number of the products were successfully challenged by foreign producers that were quicker or more efficient in bringing significant innovations to market. Also similar to autos, in two of the products the very latest entrants had unusually high survival rates to older ages.



5. General Patterns To gauge how representative autos and the other six industries are, evidence on the evolution of market structure and innovation is required for a broad sample of products. Gort and Klepper (1982) developed such a sample. They examined 46 major new products introduced over the last century or so. The products span various technologies, types of users, and eras, and include three of the products reviewed in the last section: tires, televisions and penicillin. Annual data for the US were collected from the commercial inception of the products through 1972 on the: number of producers; number of patents in relevant patent categories (for 42 of the 46 products); price and total output for selected periods (for about half the products); and the number of major and minor innovations (for about half the products). Subsequently, Klepper and Graddy (1990) colleaed nine more years of data through 1981 on the 164
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number of producers for all 46 products, and Klepper and Miller (1995) and Agarwal and Gort (1996) disaggregated the data on the number of producers into gross entry and exit for 33 of the original 46 products plus five additional ones.6 The studies analyzing these data provide evidence regarding output trends, entry and shakeouts, first-mover advantages, and trends in innnovation, covering all the elements considered earlier except the evolution of firm market shares and the vertical structure of firms. Three other general studies—Green tt al. (1995), Utterback and Abernathy (1975) and De Bresson and Townsend (1981)—are reviewed for additional evidence regarding first-mover advantages and innovation patterns. The output series compiled by Gort and Klepper cover parts of the histories of 25 of their products, typically starting some years after the entry of the first producer. Many of the series are implicit indices computed by deflating sales by a price index. Despite the crudeness of such measures, the patterns in the indices are pronounced. Klepper and Graddy (1990) report the mean annual percentage change in output in 5-year intervals for each product. Although the data begin sometime after the commercial inception of the products, growth rates in the first 5-year interval were quite high, averaging 49-8% for the 25 products. The average 5-year growth rates declined monotonically over the next five 5-year intervals. Thus, on average output growth rates declined over a 30-year time span. Most of the individual products reflect a similar pattern. Of the 25 products, 18 experienced a decline in their 5-year growth rates through the first 15 years of data (or less years for products with shorter output series). Thus, consistent with the PLC, output growth rates were generally highest early and then declined over time. The data on the number of producers can be used to gauge the extent to which the products experienced shakeouts. To assess the incidence of shakeouts, a rule is required to distinguish systematic from random declines in the number of firms. Following Klepper and Miller (1995), a product is deemed not to have experienced a shakeout if the number of firms never declined below 70% of the peak number, or if it did but subsequently recovered to over 90% of the peak. Thus, for a product to be deemed as experiencing a shakeout, the fall in the number of firms had to be pronounced (at least 30% from the peak) and sustained (not rising subsequently to 90% of the peak). Based on Klepper and Graddy's compilations, 27 of the 46 products satisfied the criteria for a shakeout. This may understate the 6 To mitigate che effects of sampling error, Klepper and Mfller (1995) focused on the 16 products in the original 46 with i peak number of producers of at least 50. Agarwal and Gort (1996) considered three of these 16 plus 17 others in the original 46 and five additional products. They also extended the data through 1991.
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incidence of shakeouts, though. Some of the 19 products not satisfying the criteria for a shakeout are young and may still experience a shakeout. Furthermore, three of the 19 actually appear to have experienced a shakeout but subsequently experienced another cycle of growth and then decline in the number of producers that temporarily brought the number of firms back above 90% of the original peak. Thus, at least 27 of the 46 products experienced a shakeout, suggesting that shakeouts are widespread. On the other hand, a sizable minority of products did not experience a shakeout, indicating a significant departure from the PLC for a number of products. Klepper and Miller (1995) and Agarwal and Gort (1996) disaggregated the data on the number of firms into gross entry and exit. Following Gort and Klepper (1982), Agarwal and Gort divided each product history into five stages: a gestation stage; a stage of rapid growth in the number of producers; a stage in which the number of producers remains constant; a shakeout stage; and a final stage in which the number of firms is stable. They find that entry peaks in stage two and then declines until stage five, while exit rates rise into stage four and then decline. These patterns are generally consistent with the PLC, although the products reviewed in the last two sections showed no signs of entry rising in the equivalent of Gort and Klepper's stage five. Klepper and Miller examine entry and exit patterns separately for each of the 16 products in their sample. They find similar entry and exit patterns to Agarwal and Gort for the nine of their 16 products that were classified as experiencing a shakeout. However, the seven non-shakeout products experienced a much less severe decline in entry following the peak in the number of firms (which occurs in stage three in Agarwal and Gort), and entry and exit were much more closely related over time than in the shakeout products. These patterns conform less with the PLC than the entry and exit patterns in the shakeout products, suggesting that the process governing entry and exit (and thus the number of firms) in the nonshakeout products differs significantly from the process featured in the PLC. First-mover advantages have been analyzed by Agarwal and Gort (1996) and in Green et al. (1995). Agarwal and Gort analyzed how 4- and 10-year survival rates differed for entrants in each of their five stages. These rates declined from stage one to three and then increased, with the survival rates for stage five entrants approaching those of the stage one and two entrants. This is reminiscent of the firm survival patterns noted earlier in autos, tires and to a lesser extent typewriters. Agarwal and Gort attributed this non-monotonic, U-shaped pattern to how market exit rates changed over time; the earliest and latest entrants survived longer because they entered when market exit rates were (or were soon to be) lower (they were lowest in 166
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stages one, two and five). However, Klepper (1996b) found that the firm survival patterns in autos, tires and typewriters persisted even after controls were introduced for periods of high market exit rates. Examining the long-lived early and late entrants more closely, Klepper (1996b) found that the early entrants dominated their industries, whereas the late entrants tended to fill small product niches.7 This finding is consistent with the meta analysis of first-mover advantages conducted by Green tt al. (1995). They found that early entrants captured larger shares of the market in a wide range of products, disproportionately so for R&D -intensive products that fit best the PLC story. The last element of the PLC considered is innovation. Similar to the products reviewed earlier, the information available regarding innovation is sparse. Gort and Klepper collected crude lists of major and minor innovations. They also developed patent counts by matching patent categories with products. The lists of innovations mostly reflect product innovation. Major innovations peak during the build-up in the number of firms and minor innovations peak around the peak in the number of firms, after which both remain steady. Although neither series reflects the decline over time in product innovation conjectured in the PLC, they are broadly consistent with the emphasis in the PLC on major product innovations occurring early. The patent trends also flatten out early, although a number of the products that attained Gort and Klepper's stage five, when the number of firms stabilizes, experienced a dramatic rise in patenting in that stage. This pattern is reminiscent of the sharp rise in the number of product and process innovations in automobiles beginning around I960. No data were collected on process innovation, but data were collected on price. The trends in price are less uniform than in output. Generally, though, prices declined over time at a decreasing rate, which is consistent with findings reported in the learning literature (e.g. Boston Consulting Group, 1972). This does not suggest a rise over time in process innovation as conjectured in the PLC, but it may be due to the multiplicity of factors affecting price, including changes in material prices and the degree of competition. Utterback and Abernathy (1975) and DeBresson and Townsend (1981) attempted to make inferences about patterns of innovation over time from two large cross-sectional samples of successful innovations, one for five industries in the US and the other for a diverse group of industries in the UK. They conjectured that firms whose produces) are further along the industry 7 The greater longevity of the later entrant! may indicate that it was easier for later entrants to spot viable niches. Alternatively, it may have been dearer to later entrants that this was the best strategy for long-term survival.
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life cycle will be larger, will be more likely to innovate based on internal technical insights rather than information on market needs, and will develop lower cost, more incremental innovations with less disruptive impact on the production process. Using the rich information available for each innovation in their samples, these characteristics of firms and innovations were found to be correlated across innovations. In a critique of Abernathy and Utterback, Pavitt and Rothwell (1976) found less correlation among these factors when firms are first classified according to which of five industries they belonged. They inferred that the nature of the firm's industry and its technology may be a more important determinant of the character of its innovation than the stage of the life cycle of its industry. While this is not incompatible with the PLC, it calls attention to factors other than life cycle effects that may shape the character of an industry's innovations. In summary, the evidence for a broad range of products suggests that many of the features of the PLC are widespread. Output growth tends to decline over time, entry is generally concentrated early, shakeouts are common, early entrants tend to dominate their markets, and product innovation peaks early. The evidence also suggests that some of the departures from the PLC noted earlier—including the post-shakeout rise in innovations in automobiles beginning in the 1960s and the distinctive longevity of the very latest entrants in autos, tires and typewriters—may also hold generally. Beneath the general patterns were also indications that a sizable minority of products follow life cycle patterns that depart significantly from the PLC, with entry remaining robust and the number of firms not undergoing a shakeout. This suggests the possibility of alternative life cycle paths to the PLC.



6. Alternative Life Cycle Patterns To investigate whether there are alternative life cycle paths to the PLC, products for which entry, exit and the number of firms did not evolve according to the PLC were investigated in more detail. The products were selected opportunistically based on the availability of empirical information about their evolution from birth through maturity. A number of the products were ones in Gort and Klepper's sample that did not experience a shakeout. As a first step toward identifying alternative life cycle paths to the PLC, the products were grouped based on common patterns in their evolution. The first group of products, for which the most information is available, are ones which conform to Stigler's prediction of increasing firm specialization over time. A general category of products that evolved in this fashion is petrochemicals, which includes one of the non-shakeout products in Gort and 168
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Klepper's sample, styrene. The evolution of market structure and innovation in various petrochemicals has been studied by Stobaugh (1988), Lieberman (1989) and Arora (1995). Two other products in this category are disposable diapers, studied by Elzinga and Mills (1994), and zippers, another non-shakeout product in Gort and Klepper's sample, which were studied by Carlip (I960) and Friedel (1994). The distinguishing characteristic of products in this category is that about 20—30 years after their commercialization, firms specializing in the development of new processes of production, new production methods, new production equipment or in the production of key inputs arose to service manufacturers of the final product. The production of petrochemicals in the US grew rapidly after World War II, and after about 20 years a large number of specialized engineering firms had emerged to service the producers. The engineering firms developed new production processes for the petrochemicals which they patented and licensed to manufacturers. Arora (1995, pp. 22-24) attributes the emergence of these firms to the distinctive ability of patents to protect chemical process innovations from imitation. The engineering firms also designed and built plants to implement their new processes (Arora, 1995, pp. 12-15). Similar firms emerged in the disposable diaper industry in the 1980s, about 20 years after disposable diapers were pioneered by Procter & Gamble. They offered up-to-date manufacturing equipment and at least half of them built and sold integrated production lines with state-of-the-art technology (Elzinga and Mills, 1994, pp. 18-19). In zippers, firms that produced continuous zipper chain and zipper parts arose to service new assembly specialists that emerged during World War II, some 25 years after the commercialization of zippers (Carlip, I960, pp. 144—152). The emergence of these specialized firms enabled other firms to enter that did little process innovation but specialized in manufacturing and/or marketing. This appears to have forestalled and even in some instances reversed shakeouts in the products. In zippers, the number of integrated producers grew from one in 1915 to 21 in 1940 and then increased further to 30 in 1950, after which it fell sharply to 16 in 1955. A shakeout, though, was largely averted by a flood of entrants specializing in the assembly of zipper parts into a wide array of zippers, serviced by zipper chain and parts specialists. These assembly firms started by recycling used zippers to women's garment manufacturers during World War II in response to war-time limits on the production of zippers for civilian purposes. After the War they were apparently better able than the integrated producers to service the growing needs of the women's garment manufacturers, who demanded a wide array of zippers in small lots. By 1955, there were 129 assembly specialists serviced 169
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by 14 chain and parts producers (Carlip, I960, pp. 118, 137-152). 8 Disposable diapers went through a similar evolution. After they were commercialized by Procter & Gamble in 1963, a number of firms entered and apparently a shakeout of producers occurred (Elzinga and Mills, 1994, pp. 4-5). In the 1980s the shakeout was reversed, though, with the entry of firms producing private label and regional brands. These firms were serviced by new process specialists that installed and modified production equipment to enable them to imitate the latest product features introduced by the industry leaders (Elzinga and Mills, 1994, p. 19). Judging from styrene and other petrochemicals studied by Lieberman (1989), shakeouts were uncommon in petrochemicals. This seems largely due to the specialized engineering firms, which supplied entrants with new process technology (Lieberman, 1989, pp. 439^*41). Not surprisingly, the emergence of process specialists seems to have undermined first-mover advantages and contributed to a decline in the market shares of the leaders. Zipper assemblers captured 20-30% of the market by 1955 and the market share of the leading firm, Talon Inc., fell from 70 to 34% (Carlip, I960, p. 156). Private label and regional brand manufacturers of disposable diapers captured 20-25% of the market, and the combined market share of the industry leaders, Procter & Gamble and Kimberly Clark, fell from a post-1980 high of 83% in 1986 to 68% in 1993 (Elzinga and Mills, 1994, p. 27). A survival graph for styrene analogous to Figure 3 for automobiles indicates little difference in the survival rates of styrene entrants in different eras. More generally, Stobaugh (1988, pp. 64—66) found that for the nine petrochemicals he studied, by 1988 the initial innovator had exited in five of them and was no longer the leader in the other four. The trends in innovation over time for this group of products were diverse. Zippers conform most closely to the PLC. A number of significant product innovations were developed that greatly expanded the range of applications for zippers, but they were concentrated early, with few significant product innovations after 1935 (Carlip, I960, p. 50). In contrast, the number of patents, many of which involved the production process, continued to grow until after World War II (Carlip, I960, pp. 164-165). Stobaugh (1988, pp. 24—26) found that the number of major and minor new production processes developed for the nine petrochemicals he studied peaked in the third decade after they were introduced, with the number of major new processes declining * Later technological developments apparently threatened the assemblers and briefly led to a ihakeout. The shakeout was reversed, however, when the industry leader. Talon Inc., licensed its new nylon zipper technology. This preserved the vertical structure of the industry and enabled the assemblers to survive (Friedd, 1994, p. 241).
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steadily after the first decade.9 Stobaugh (1988, p. 24) interpreted the latter pattern as a reflection of declining opportunities for major advances over time, but it may reflect the peculiar character of the market for new chemical processes.10 No quantitative measures of innovation for disposable diapers were assembled by Elzinga and Mills (1994), but product innovation was heavy early in the history of the industry and then rose again in the 1980s with the emergence of Kimberly Clark as a major challenger to the market leader, Procter & Gamble (Elzinga and Mills, 1994, p. 9). This later rise in product innovation departs from the typical PLC pattern and occurred despite the rapid imitation of the innovations of the market leaders by producers of the private label and regional brands (Elzinga and Mills, 1994, p. 17). The second group of products whose evolution departs significantly from the PLC were also characterized by a division of labor between technical specialists and marketing/manufacturing firms. In contrast to the first group, though, the technical firms specialized in product, not process, innovation and they were the initial innovators, with the manufacturing and marketing specialists entering later. Included in this category are five major medical diagnostic imaging products, X-ray, nuclear imaging, ultrasonic, computed tomographic, and magnetic resonance imaging instruments, which were studied by Mitchell (1991, 1995) and Mitchell and Singh (1992); and automatic teller machines (ATMs), which were studied by Lane (1989). The diagnostic imaging instruments were commercialized by dt novo companies that generally drew upon academic research. Once the markets for new instruments began to grow, incumbent producers of prior imaging instruments entered. A few of these firms, particularly GE and Siemens along with Philips, Toshiba and Hitachi, now dominate all national markets (Mitchell, 1995, pp. 246-251). Unlike later entrants in disposable diapers, zippers and petrochemicals, the incumbent imaging firms not only drew on their manufacturing and marketing experience but were also significant innovators (Mitchell, 1995, p. 264). ATMs were also commercialized by dt novo companies. Similar to the diagnostic imaging instruments, once the market for ATMs began to grow, experienced firms selling related products, including cash-handling products, security products and computers, entered. Lane's analysis (1989, pp. 53-55) indicates that the most successful of these ' No information wai assembled regarding product innovation, which Stobaugh (1988, p. 18) notes is generally limited in chemical products because they have set formulas. 10 It is often uneconomical to adapt existing plants to new processes (Stobaugh, 1988, p. 21). Consequently, the main market for new processes is new plants. Assuming that the rate of development of new plants is primarily determined by the growth in industry output, the incentives to innovate will then be determined by the growth in industry output rather than total industry output, as in most industries. Therefore, in order to put Stobaugh's findings in perspective, additional information is needed on the rate of growth of output of the petrochemicals he studied.
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firms were the ones that had the most experience producing these products for banks. These firms became the leaders of the industry, with Diebold, NCR and IBM the top three firms by the end of Lane's study in 1986 (Lane, 1989, pp. 29-33). As of 1988, three of the five diagnostic imaging instruments were over 30 years old yet none of them had experienced a shakeout (Mitchell, 1995, pp. 254-256), nor had ATMs after 20 years of evolution (Lane, 1989, p. 32). Firms continued to enter both the instrument markets and ATMs. In the instrumentation field, the later entrants were primarily dt novo firms and diversifying firms without prior imaging experience (Mitchell, 1995, p. 256). In contrast, in ATMs the comparable firms ceased entering early and the later entrants were experienced firms and producers of ATMs in other countries (Lane, 1989, pp. 29-33). Earlier entrants did not have greater survival rates in either the diagnostic imaging products (Mitchell, 1991, p. 95) or ATMs,11 although they appear to have captured larger initial market shares (Mitchell, 1991, P- 94; Lane, 1989, pp. 31-33). For the diagnostic imaging instruments, market concentration ratios generally declined initially and then stabilized (Mitchell, 1995, pp. 256—257). Producers of prior imaging instruments often distributed another firm's product or engaged in some kind of know-how alliance with an incumbent firm before entering into the production of a new instrument (Mitchell and Singh, 1992). This suggests some kind of symbiosis between the early, technical entrants and later entrants with experience in prior imaging products. No quantitative information regarding innovation is provided by either Mitchell or Lane, though, to judge the technical contributions of different kinds of producers or overall trends in product and process innovation. The third and last group of products whose evolution departs significantly from the PLC are also characterized by firm specialization. In contrast to the two other categories of products, though, specialization is based on product submarkets, with firms differing considerably in the mix of submarkets serviced. Two products in this category are business jets, studied by Phillips et al. (1994), and lasers, one of the non-shakeout products in Gort and Klepper's sample. Buyers of business jets differ greatly in the value they place on characteristics such as size, speed, distance and maneuverability. Different aircraft have been developed to service these varied needs and firms generally offer only one or few aircraft types appealing to a limited range of buyers.12 11 While Lane did not test whether survival lengths varied according to the time of entry, the evidence (Lane, 1989, p. 32) indicates that the hazard functions of Jt n w firms and diversifying firms were similar for early and late entrants. 12 The principal exception is the industry leader, Cessna, which produces a jet for all but the biggest segment of the market (Phillips, 1994, pp. 205-207).
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Lasers are used in a wide array of industrial, medical and military applications. While 41 types of lasers were distinguished in the 1993 Buyers' Guide of the trade journal Laser Focus, most firms produced only a few of these lasers. Neither business jets nor lasers, both of which were commercialized in I960, have yet shown any signs of a shakeout. By 1968—1970, eight firms were producing business jets and subsequently three firms entered and three exited as the number of producers fluctuated between eight and nine through 1991 (Phillips etal., 1994, pp. 199-201). Similar to the diagnostic imaging products, market concentration initially declined and then stabilized (Phillips et al., 1994, p. 204). These patterns contrast sharply with those related earlier for commercial aircraft, in which only two firms survived. Phillips etal. (1994, pp. 207-211) attribute the differences in the two markets to the greater diversity in the tastes of buyers of business jets than commercial aircraft.13 In lasers, data from the annual Buyers' Guide of Laser Focus for 1966—1994 indicate a great deal of entry and exit and a steady rise in the total number of producers. The same appears to be true for the major types of lasers, with no sign of a shakeout in any of them. Consistent with the continued entry in both products, neither appears to be characterized by first-mover advantages. At the end of Phillips et al.'s study the last three business jet entrants were ranked number 1, 3 and 7 in terms of the number of planes sold (Phillips et al., 1994, p. 201). A survival graph analogous to Figure 3 for lasers based on data from the Buyers' Guide of Laser Focus indicates little difference in the survival profiles of laser entrants from different eras. Insufficient information is available to judge the contributions to innovation by the entrants in different eras and overall trends in product and process innovation for either of the products. The three sets of products reviewed in this section exhibit similar departures from the PLC. Like the products reviewed in prior sections, they were generally characterized by high early growth in output that subsided over time. 14 Unlike these other products, though, they experienced continual entry, shakeouts were either averted or reversed, the leaders eventually lost " It is not dear, though, why this greater diversity could not have been serviced by fewer producers of business jets. Indeed, recently there have been some consolidations among producers of business jets that may augur a smaller number of firms and possibly a shakeout of producers (Phillips a ml., 1994, p. 211). H Output information was available for four of the products. In zippers, most of the major applications were developed early and the annual rate of growth of output declined from 57% in 1920-1930 to 24.896 in 1930-1940 and 1 3 . 4 * in 1940-1950 (Carlip, 1960, p. 50). Early growth in the use of disposable diapers was spurred by the substitution of disposable for doth diapers. As cloth conversions tapered off and technological improvements reduced the number of diapers needed per day, the rate of growth of output slowed (Elzinga and Mills, 1994, p. 9). Judging from graphs of nominal sales for the five diagnostic imaging instruments in Mitchell (1995, pp. 254-256), the rate of growth of output of each of the instruments slowed over time. In business jets, sales and output grew from 1960 to 1977-1979 and then dedined to a lower level until the end of Phillips « al.'i study in 1989-1991 (Phillips a *!., 1994, pp. 199-201).
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market share to domestic challengers, market concentration fell before stabilizing, and early entrants did not enjoy pronounced first-mover advantages. Producers were also specialized to a much greater degree than in many of the products conforming with the PLC. This greater specialization seems to have facilitated later entry and undermined first-mover advantages. While limited information was available concerning innovation, specialization of firms may have promoted innovation. The production specialists that emerged later in the evolution of the first group of products earned their positions primarily based on their prowess in (process) innovation. In diagnostic imaging products, the continued entry of technical firms without prior imaging experience is suggestive of their contribution to innovation. In the third group of products, the continued presence of a diverse group of firms specializing in different applications might be expected to promote innovation, especially if there are spillovers between submarkets, as seems likely. All of these patterns amount to a very different process of evolution than described in the PLC. Whether or not they constitute one pattern or multiple patterns of evolution, it seems clear that the PLC has limited relevance for a sizable number of products.



7. Opportunities for Further Research This paper began with the general question of whether industries proceed through distinct cycles or stages as they age. A common depiction from a number of disciplines of such a life cycle process, the product life cycle, was related. The initial question addressed was whether this depiction captures the way a number of industries evolve. The answer, which can now be related, is a qualified yes. Importantly, the qualifications suggest a series of questions which define opportunties for further research. One qualification pertains to the last or mature stage of evolution depicted in the PLC. The PLC does a good job of describing the stages of industry evolution through the formative eras of many industries. But after the number of firms stabilizes and firm market shares settle down, there appear to be fairly regular developments that are not captured by the PLC. A prominent pattern in a number of the products that were reviewed in depth is that the leading US firms were successfully challenged on their own turf by Japanese and European firms. The challenges were heavily based on innovation, both product and process innovation. In autos, it came initially in small cars, in tires from radials, in television from solid-state components, and in penicillin from semisynthetics. The tale told by the PLC is one of increasing 174
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dominance by the industry leaders, but the challengers were often contemporaries or later entrants than the US leaders. If viewed as a manifestation of the decline in product innovation predicted by the PLC, the challenges might be more understandable, but they typically came well after the decline of product innovation and stemmed as much from process as product innovation. The fact that the challenges were so successful suggests a lethargy among producers in the mature stage of evolution that is not highlighted in the PLC. It raises a number of questions that warrant further investigation. Is it peculiar to products whose earlier evolution conforms to the PLC? Does it reflect a distinct stage of evolution not addressed by the PLC or is it simply a modern phenomenon resulting from greater internationalization? Is it as widespread as the products reviewed would suggest or might such products have received greater attention from scholars because of the decline of the venerable US leaders? Answers to these questions might provide valuable insights to supplement studies such as Halberstam (1987) and Denoual (1980) that explore particular failures in depth. Another unpredicted facet of the mature stage is that many products appear to experience a sharp rise in innovation in this stage. This was reflected in the list of product and process innovations in autos and more generally in the patent counts compiled by Gort and Klepper. It raises a number of questions that merit investigation. How widespread was it? By the end of Gort and KJepper's analysis in 1972, only 13 industries had advanced far enough to gauge the incidence of the rise in patenting. Was the rise in patenting confined mostly to products in which the US firms were challenged by firms from other countries? by domestic competitors? Did the rate of innovation rise at a comparable stage for products whose earlier evolution did not conform as closely with the PLC? Did the increase in patenting come primarily from the industry leaders or from other firms, including firms from related industries? Did it occur both in product and process innovation, as in autos? Together with the international challenge, does the rise in innovation reflect an era of 'de-maturity' that industries regularly experience? There are also questions regarding innovation during the formative eras of industries that merit further investigation before passing final judgment on the PLC. One of the key predictions of the PLC is a shift from product to process innovation over time. The record was so sparse, though, that it was difficult to evaluate this prediction. No doubt it is challenging to measure trends in innovation over long periods, particularly in product and process innovation sepatately. If innovations change over time in importance or character, trends in conventional measures such as the number of patents can be misleading. There are ways of mitigating these problems, although they 175
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can be time consuming. But so far there has not even been much effort devoted to compiling conventional measures over long time spans. Just trying to break patent counts into separate measures of product and process innovation would be useful to gauge whether the character of innovation changes over time as predicted by the PLC. Patents could also be associated with firms and used to test whether the rate of innovation at the firm level affected firm survival. Patent counts could be supplemented by lists of innovations and for more recent eras citation counts could be used to measure the importance of patents. Work could also be devoted to reconciling price trends, which suggest a decline in the rate of process innovation from the outset of products, with the predictions of the PLC. Information on input prices and profit margins might be particularly helpful in sorting out the various influences on price. Another intriguing pattern that warrants further attention is the distinctive longevity of the very latest entrants in a wide range of products, including a few whose evolution otherwise conformed closely with the PLC. An explanation that was offered to reconcile this pattern with the PLC is that long-lived late entrants occupied small niches in the market. This raises the general question of what determines entry and exit within market niches, which is particularly relevant to products like business jets and lasers in which the niches are much bigger. Data on the types of products produced by each firm are required to study this. For some products like autos such data are available. In light of the common reliance on survival data to make inferences about successful strategies, further understanding of the connection between market niches and survival is likely to be quite valuable. A second major question addressed in the paper is whether there are a small number of paths that characterize the evolution of industries that do not conform closely with the PLC. At this point, much more research is needed to answer this question. The products reviewed in depth in the last section had many similar aspects to their evolution, but the sample was too small to make any generalizations. Additional products need to be studied, particularly less traditional products whose evolution might be more likely to depart from the PLC. Included in this category are what Utterback (1994, pp. 103-144) calls non-assembled products, such as petrochemicals and glass, and perhaps also products in other stages besides manufacturing, such as wholesaling and retailing. Questions also need to be addressed about the products that were reviewed. For example, in diagnostic instruments, did the de now and diversifying firms without prior imaging experience develop different kinds of innovations than the incumbent producers? Why did inexperienced firms continue to enter the markets for the diagnostic 176
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instruments but not ATMs? In lasers, why weren't there shakeouts within individual submarkets? In all of the products, how did entry and exit of one type of specialist affect entry and exit of complementary specialists? In addition to these questions, additional information is needed for all the products on how product and process innovation evolved over time. Was product innovation stimulated by continued entry and competition, as seemingly occurred in disposable diapers? Was process innovation stimulated by the emergence of the specialized engineering firms in petrochemicals and disposable diapers? Questions such as these need to be answered before any assessment can be made about alternative paths to the PLC. If industries do follow a small number of evolutionary paths, the question raised at the outset of the paper concerning the factors that determine the path taken by any particular industry becomes relevant. There are already a number of theories about the factors underlying various aspects of the PLC. A promising area for further research is testing these theories, both in general and also relative to each other. This should provide insights into the factors that lead an industry to evolve according to the PLC. A common characteristic of the products whose evolution did not conform with the PLC was that firms were distinctively specialized. Why they were specialized is less clear. Why, for example, non-manufacturing specialists emerged in disposable diapers whereas automobile firms integrated backward from assembling into manufacturing is a puzzle. In both instances, innovation seemingly played a central role, but the end result was different.15 In most of the other products reviewed, very little information was even available about how firm specialization evolved. Thus, a particularly fertile area for further research is tracing the evolution of firm specialization, including the circumstances underlying it, in a range of products, including those reviewed in this paper. If, in fact, the horizontal structure of the market co-evolves with the vertical structure, as the review of the products in the prior section would suggest, then this research would be particularly valuable for understanding why some products do not evolve according to the PLC. There is a long history of industry studies in industrial organization, but little in the way of generalizations to show for it. That now seems to be changing. More attention is being focused on the formative eras of industries, and similar accounts are showing up in different intellectual domains of the forces governing the early evolution of industries. Mapping out the empirical terrain of how industries evolve in their formative eras has begun in earnest, but a great deal remains to be done. The evidence that has accumulated to "See Linglois (1992) for * recent theory of verticil integration that might be able to explain the different outcome in the two indujtrin.
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date suggests new industries proceed through distinct cycles. Many questions remain, though, about these cycles, and opportunities abound for further research.
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